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Abstract—The accuracy and reliability of the latest version of
multisource satellite derived Arctic sea ice thickness (SIT) in thin-
ner ice regions are currently uncertain. This study integrated a
comprehensive comparison and assessment of Arctic SIT derived
from CryoSat-2, Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS), fusions
of CryoSat-2 and SMOS (CS2SMOS), and Ice, Cloud, and Land
Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) during 2011–2022. The focus was
on the region with mean SIT less than 1 m. The five datasets
from the Operation IceBridge L4 and Quick Look, IceBird cam-
paign, CryoSat Validation Experiment, and the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago stations were utilized as the reference data in the
assessment. The four satellite products could capture similar major
spatiotemporal variations in SIT. During 2011–2022, CryoSat-2
generally derived the largest multiyear mean SIT, followed by
CS2SMOS, and SMOS exhibited the smallest mean. During 2018–
2022, ICESat-2 recorded the largest mean SIT and the rankings of
the other three satellite products remained consistent. The compar-
ison and assessment results indicated that all four satellite products
generally exhibited some underestimations of SIT. During 2011–
2022, the comprehensive results highlighted CryoSat-2 as the best
overall performance product, exhibiting optimal agreement with all
five reference datasets. During 2018–2022, CryoSat-2 consistently
demonstrated the best overall performance. CS2SMOS exhibited
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a performance similar to CryoSat-2 in the two selected periods.
This study contributes to further understandings of reliabilities
and potential disparities among the latest versions of multisource
satellite products in the thinner ice region.

Index Terms—Arctic, assessment, comparison, satellite, sea ice
thickness (SIT), thin ice.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARCTIC sea ice, an important indicator of global climate
change, plays a critical role in the albedo effect, oceanic

and atmospheric circulation, regulation of heat exchange, bi-
ological activity, and freshwater balance, exerting a profound
influence on the Earth’s climate system [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
In the past decades, the Arctic sea ice has declined significantly
with the retreat of sea ice cover, reduction of sea ice thickness
(SIT), and the acceleration of sea ice drift through the changes
in the annual sea ice freeze–thaw cycle [7], [8], [9], [10], which
has resulted in increased opportunities for maritime activities
[11], [12].

Compared with the data on Arctic sea ice concentration and
sea ice drift, the available SIT data are limited in spatiotem-
poral scales [13], [14], [15]. Presently, various methods are
employed to measure SIT, encompassing drill holes, upward
looking sonars, sea ice mass balance buoys, airborne observa-
tions equipped with radar and laser altimeters, as well as elec-
tromagnetic methods [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. However, these
measurement methods face challenges in achieving relatively
complete spatiotemporal coverage of SIT. The advancements
in satellite products featuring high spatial resolution, extensive
measurement range, and long time series are extensively applied
in studies related to sea ice [21], [22], [23], [24]. Over the last
two decades, several satellite-derived SIT products have been
developed. The Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICE-
Sat), equipped with a precision laser altimeter system, covered
the observational period from 2003 to 2008 [25]. The CryoSat-
2 product, featuring a synthetic aperture radar/Interferometric
Radar Altimeter, was initiated in 2010 [26]. The SIT data of the
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite was carried
out in 2010 [27]. The CS2SMOS product, a fusion of CryoSat-2
and SMOS data, was developed by the Alfred Wegener Institute
(AWI) and the University of Hamburg [28]. The ICESat-2 was
launched by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the measurement was commenced in 2018 [29].
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However, these products exhibit noticeable measurement dis-
crepancies in the derived SIT owing to differences in measure-
ment instruments and retrieval methods, in particular over the
region with thinner ice. Considering a 1-m SIT threshold was
employed as the criterion for identifying thin ice when merging
CryoSat-2 and SMOS data into CS2SMOS, and the SMOS
relative uncertainties are lowest for thin ice (< 1 m) [28], the
region where the mean SIT derived from SMOS is less than 1
m during January–April and October–December from 2011 to
2022 is defined as thinner ice region in this study. The Arctic
thinner ice region, characterized by significant sea ice melting
and freezing processes, exhibits sensitive responses to climate
change. Due to the inverse relationship between SIT and its
insulative properties, the heat loss in the thinner ice region during
winter is significantly greater, ranging from one to two orders
of magnitude, compared to thicker ice areas [30].

A few studies have been undertaken to compare disparities
among various satellite-based SIT products including CryoSat-
2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2, but most studies have only
involved the comparison of a limited number of satellite product
types, typically no more than three types [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38]. The types of measurement data used as the
assessment reference are also restricted, leading to a scarcity
of comprehensive comparison and assessment of multisource
satellite derived products. In addition, a noteworthy development
is the recent version upgrade of SIT retrieval for CS2SMOS,
CryoSat-2, and ICESat-2 in October, November, and December
2023, respectively. Majority of the current studies were focused
on Arctic-wide comparisons and previously released data ver-
sions, with limited emphasis on the thinner ice region and the
latest product version. It remains unclear about the accuracy
and reliability of the latest data version, the extent of disparities
among satellite products in the thinner ice region, and the degree
of alignment with other observational data.

Therefore, this study, for the first time, integrated a spa-
tiotemporal comparison and assessment of the latest versions of
diverse satellite products from CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS,
and ICESat-2 over the period 2011–2022, with a specific focus
on the thinner ice region. Four types of datasets from airborne
and in situ measurements were used comprehensively in the as-
sessment as the reference data. The comparison and assessment
of multisource satellite derived SIT facilitates the validation
and calibration of satellite products, aiding in the refinement
of algorithms and methodologies used in SIT retrieval in the
thinner ice region. This, in turn, provides valuable insights into
the vulnerability in the Arctic thinner ice region and the response
of the region to climate change.

II. DATA AND METHOD

A. Satellite Data

1) CryoSat-2: In this study, the latest version 2.6 of monthly
CryoSat-2 SIT data released in November 2023 from AWI was
selected [39]. CryoSat-2 covers the sea ice growth season from
October to April. The spatial resolution of CryoSat-2 is 25 km
and the period used is from January 2011 to December 2022.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the assessment data and the division of Arctic thinner
ice region. The subregions encompass the following. (a) Chukchi Sea. (b) East
Siberian Sea. (c) Laptev Sea. (d) Kara Sea. (e) Barents Sea. (f) Greenland Sea.
(g) Canadian Arctic Archipelago. (h) Beaufort Sea. Blue shading indicates the
defined thinner ice region in this study.

2) SMOS: The latest version 3.3 of daily SMOS SIT data
released in November 2021 from AWI was utilized [40]. SMOS
has a spatial resolution of 12.5 km and also covers the sea ice
growth season from October to April. The study period is the
same as CryoSat-2.

3) CS2SMOS: Since the weekly CS2SMOS SIT data was
developed by AWI based on the fusion of CryoSat-2 and SMOS,
it can maintain the same study period with CryoSat-2 and SMOS
[28]. The spatial resolution is 25 km and the latest version 206
released in October 2023 was used.

4) ICESat-2: The latest version 3 of monthly ICESat-2 SIT
data released in December 2023 from the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) was used in the study [41]. ICESat-2 also
encompasses the sea ice growth season, spanning from October
to April. The study period is from November 2018 to December
2022. The spatial resolution is 25 km.

B. Reference Data in the Assessment

1) Operation IceBridge (OIB): The OIB SIT was retrieved
from the IceBridge Airborne Topographic Mapper, Snow Radar,
Digital Mapping System, Continuous Airborne Mapping By
Optical Translator, and KT19 pyrometer. Two versions including
OIB L4 [42] and OIB Quick Look [43] were used in the study.
The OIB L4 dataset covers the period from 2011 to 2013 and
has been validated to demonstrate consistency with independent
datasets [19]. Although the OIB Quick Look dataset has an addi-
tional uncertainty, it contains a longer observational period than
OIB L4. The OIB Quick Look with the period over 2014–2019
was included. The tracks of OIB L4 and OIB Quick Look are
shown in Fig. 1.

2) IceBird Campaign (IceBird): AWI IceBird campaign se-
ries were measured in 2017 [44] and 2019 [45]. For each flight,
the geolocated total thickness data (sum of SIT and snow depth)
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and snow depth from an airborne electromagnetic induction
sensor are provided with a point spacing of approximately 5–6
m. According to the AWI validation report, the uncertainty of
IceBird is approximately 0.1 m for level ice [46]. The snow depth
from IceBird is subtracted from the total thickness to acquire the
SIT data. The tracks of IceBird are shown in Fig. 1.

3) CryoSat Validation Experiment (CryoVEx): The Cry-
oVEx was performed with airborne electromagnetic and laser
measurements to compute total thickness in 2014 [47]. The
ice thickness distributions of CryoVEx are in relatively good
agreement with drill hole data both in the Beaufort Sea and
north of Greenland. CryoVEx data agrees well with OIB data
over the Greenland ice camp. In order to estimate the SIT data,
the snow depth derived from the Chinese Feng Yun-3 satellite
with the MicroWave Radiometer Imager (FY3/MWRI) [48]
was used to be subtracted from the total thickness. The snow
depth data had been validated and exhibited smaller biases when
compared to the OIB data. The tracks of CryoVEx are shown in
Fig. 1.

4) Canadian Arctic Archipelago Stations (CAA Stations):
The in situ SIT observation from the CAA stations during
2011–2022 can be obtained from the Canadian Ice Service.
Four sites of Cambridge Bay, Resolute, Hall Beach, and Alert
YLT were selected (Fig. 1). The measurements are primarily
collected using drill holes at nearly identical locations each year
on a weekly basis. This process begins after freeze-up when the
ice is safe to walk on and continues until break-up or when
the ice becomes unsafe. This limitation leads to incomplete
measurements at certain sites.

C. Comparison of Satellite Products

To maintain consistency in comparing different satellite prod-
ucts, all the SIT datasets were averaged into monthly mean
data and interpolated to generated grids with a resolution of
12.5 × 12.5-km north of 65°N. This interpolation has been
performed using the inverse distance weighting (IDW) method,
addressing disparities in spatiotemporal resolution among the
various satellite products.

Given that the sensitivity of SMOS diminishes when the ice
thickness exceeds 1 m, the thinner ice region is determined by
the mean SIT of SMOS over the period 2011–2022 which is less
than 1 m. Due to the different available periods of these satel-
lite products, the comparison time periods are categorized into
two sets: 1) the comparison involving CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS spanning from 2011 to 2022, and 2) the comparison
involving CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 for the
period from 2018 to 2022.

In order to compare the regional disparities of these satellite
products, the thinner ice region is divided into eight subregions:
1) Chukchi Sea, 2) East Siberian Sea, 3) Laptev Sea, 4) Kara Sea,
5) Barents Sea, 6) Greenland Sea, 7) the CAA and Baffin Bay,
and 8) Beaufort Sea (Fig. 1). The metrics of Bias, root mean
squared error (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (CC) were
used in the comparisons of various satellite products to examine
their agreements and similarities.

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of multiyear mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS over the period 2011–2022.

D. Assessment of Satellite Products

The assessment time periods of satellite products are also cat-
egorized into the same two sets, 2011–2022 and 2018–2022. In
the assessment of multisource satellite SIT using OIB, IceBird,
and CryoVEx data, we followed the method used in [49]. We
utilized the same generated grids as those employed for satellite
products and calculated the gridded mean of OIB, IceBird, and
CryoVEx by averaging the reference data within a 12.5-km
radius of each generated grid. Besides, we additionally evaluated
the SIT from multisource satellites along some long trajectories
of OIB by using the approach in [50]. Data grids are generated at
12.5-km intervals along the trajectories of OIB. The mean SIT
of OIB for each data grid is calculated by averaging the OIB
data within a 12.5-km range along the trajectory. Satellite data
are interpolated onto these data grids using the IDW method.
In the assessment of multisource satellite SIT with the CAA
stations data, the satellite data are interpolated to the location of
the stations by the IDW method.

The assessment employed metrics including Bias, RMSE,
CC, and distance between indices of simulation and observation
(DISO). In this study, bias is defined as the mean difference
between satellite data and reference data. DISO provides a
versatile approach for determining statistical metrics and their
numbers [51]. A lower DISO value represents a higher ranking.
In this study, we established a composite metric that integrates
three statistical metrics of Bias, RMSE, and CC to assess the
performance of satellite products. The equation of DISO is
defined as

DISOi =

√
NBias2i + NRMSE2

i + (NCCi − 1)2 (1)

where i = 0, 1, …, m, 0 indicates the observational data, and
m is the total number of satellite products. NBias, NRMSE, and
NCC indicate the normalized metrics of Bias, RMSE, and CC,
respectively. Bias, RMSE, and CC are normalized to be between
0 and 1 and the normalization equation is expressed as

NMi =
Mi − min (M)

max (M)− min (M)
(2)

where M indicates the metric, such as Bias, RMSE, and CC.
When i = 0, the metrics of Bias, RMSE, and CC between
the observational data and itself are 0, 0, and 1, respectively.
The overall performance of satellite products is assessed by
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Fig. 3. Bias, RMSE, and CC of SIT between the satellite products, calculated using all spatial monthly samples over the period 2011–2022 and 2018–2022. Bias
is defined as the difference between the satellite products of the Y-axis and X-axis.

Fig. 4. Multiyear mean SIT in the subregions for CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS over the period 2011–2022. The black vertical bar indicates the
positive range of standard deviation. The subregions comprise: (a) Chukchi Sea,
(b) East Siberian Sea, (c) Laptev Sea, (d) Kara Sea, (e) Barents Sea, (f) Greenland
Sea, (g) Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and (h) Beaufort Sea, identical to those
illustrated in Fig. 1.

combining all of the reference data from different datasets and
calculating DISO.

III. COMPARISONS OF MULTISOURCE SATELLITE DATA

A. CryoSat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS Over 2011–2022

The multiyear mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS over the period 2011–2022 showed reasonable
agreement of major spatial distribution patterns (Fig. 2).
CryoSat-2 indicated the largest mean SIT among three satellite
products. CS2SMOS showed the second largest result, and the
smallest SIT was for SMOS. The lowest bias, lowest RMSE,
and highest CC between CS2SMOS and SMOS suggested
that CS2SMOS had a closer agreement with SMOS than with
CryoSat-2 in the thinner ice region (Fig. 3). In the subregions,
CryoSat-2 and CS2SMOS showed the largest mean SIT in the

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of seasonal mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS over the period 2011–2022.

Beaufort Sea, while SMOS displayed the largest values in
the East Siberian Sea (Fig. 4). All the three satellite products
indicated the Barents Sea as the subregion with the smallest
mean SIT. In terms of the seasons, the ranking of three satellite
products in relation to seasonal mean SIT remained consistent
(Fig. 5). All three satellite products indicated that the region
of Barents Sea with the minimum seasonal mean SIT was the
same as the region highlighted by the multiyear mean SIT.
Nevertheless, some distinct variations were observed in the re-
gional characteristics of maximum seasonal mean SIT. In spring
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Fig. 6. Monthly variations of spatial mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2011–2022. The shading indicates the standard
deviation of SIT for all the spatial samples.

Fig. 7. Linear trend of SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2011–2022. The black dots indicate the regression slopes at the 95%
confidence level.

(March–April), SMOS showed the Chukchi Sea as the region
with the maximum mean SIT. In fall (October–November), the
location of the maximum thickness region shifted to the East
Siberian Sea for CryoSat-2, and the Laptev Sea for SMOS
and CS2SMOS. In winter (December–February), the region of
maximum mean SIT for each satellite product was consistent
with the region of multiyear mean.

The monthly variations of spatial mean SIT over the period
2011–2022 were highly correlated with the range of CC from
0.82 to 0.97 (p<0.01) among the three satellite products (Fig. 6).
Similar to the multiyear spatial mean findings, the time series
mean SIT also suggested that CryoSat-2 exhibited the largest

mean SIT, followed by CS2SMOS with the second-largest re-
sult, while SMOS recorded the smallest SIT. Both SMOS and
CS2SMOS typically showed the minimum SIT in October, while
CryoSat-2 occasionally identified November as the month with
the smallest SIT. In contrast, CryoSat-2 and CS2SMOS usually
exhibited the maximum SIT during March–April, but SMOS
sometimes identified January or February as the month with
the largest SIT. All three satellite products exhibited very slight
decreasing trends, implying that the SIT in the thinner ice region
did not experience a substantial decline. In terms of spatial
distribution, the regions with significant changes in SIT were
primarily concentrated in the Atlantic sector (Fig. 7). All three
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of multiyear mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2018–2022.

satellite products indicated declines in SIT within the Greenland
Sea region and CS2SMOS revealed the most extensive area
with significantly reduced SIT. In the Pacific sector, all three
satellite products indicated that reductions in SIT were primarily
concentrated in the Chukchi Sea and CryoSat-2 showed the most
extensive area.

B. CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 Over
2018–2022

Since 2018, with the inclusion of ICESat-2, the spatial distri-
bution of multiyear mean SIT from four products indicated that
ICESat-2 retrieved the maximum SIT, with CryoSat-2 following
in the second place. CS2SMOS was in the third position, and
SMOS exhibited the smallest thickness (Fig. 8). Based on the
bias, RMSE, and CC results, in the thinner ice region, the simi-
larity between CS2SMOS and SMOS was the highest, followed
by the difference between CS2SMOS and CryoSat-2 as the
second smallest, and the third closest agreement was observed
between ICESat-2 and CS2SMOS (Fig. 3). In the subregions,
all the four satellite products showed the largest mean SIT in
the Beaufort Sea and the smallest mean SIT in the Barents Sea
(Fig. 9).

In the different seasons, the ranking characteristics had a
slight change. CryoSat-2 displayed a seasonal mean SIT in
spring that was 0.02-m larger than ICESat-2, and SMOS showed
a seasonal mean SIT in winter that was 0.04-m larger than
CS2SMOS (Fig. 10). During all three seasons, the findings
from all the four satellite products consistently identified the
Barents Sea as the region with the smallest seasonal mean SIT,
aligning with the region emphasized in the multiyear mean SIT
results. Compared to the region where the multiyear mean SIT
was maximum in the Beaufort Sea, all four satellite products
consistently indicated that the region with the maximum win-
ter mean SIT remained the Beaufort Sea. However, in spring,
SMOS and ICESat-2 suggested that the region with maximum
seasonal mean SIT shifted to the Chukchi Sea. In fall, CryoSat-2
and SMOS indicated a shift in the region with the maximum
seasonal mean SIT to the East Siberian Sea and Laptev Sea,
respectively.

Fig. 9. Multiyear mean SIT in the subregions for CryoSat-2, SMOS,
CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2018–2022. The black vertical bar
indicates the positive range of standard deviation. The subregions comprise:
(a) Chukchi Sea, (b) East Siberian Sea, (c) Laptev Sea, (d) Kara Sea, (e) Barents
Sea, (f) Greenland Sea, (g) Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and (h) Beaufort Sea,
identical to those illustrated in Fig. 1.

Over the period 2018–2022, the monthly variations of spatial
mean SIT showed relatively high correlations with the range of
CC from 0.82 to 0.98 (p<0.01) among the four satellite products
(Fig. 6). The time series mean SIT also indicated that ICESat-2
had the maximum SIT, with CryoSat-2 in the second place.
CS2SMOS took the third position, and SMOS displayed the
smallest thickness. CroySat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS exhibited
very slight decreasing trends, while ICESat-2 showed very slight
increasing trends. Further analyses of the spatial distribution
of linear trend confirmed that the locations with significant
changes in SIT were limited (Fig. 11). Notably, only CryoSat-2
and ICESat-2 primarily exhibited some areas with noticeable
changes of SIT in the Atlantic sector.

IV. ASSESSMENTS OF MULTISOURCE SATELLITE DATA

The preceding comparative analysis of SIT enables us to
quantify the extent of disparities among multisource satellite
products. However, to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the
latest version of SIT, it is crucial to depend on the assessments
with airborne and in situ measurement data.
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Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of seasonal mean SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2018–2022.

Fig. 11. Linear trend of SIT for CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 over the period 2018–2022. The black dots indicate the regression slopes at the
95% confidence level.
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TABLE I
DISO VALUES OF SATELLITE DERIVED SIT WITH VARIOUS REFERENCE DATASETS IN THE ASSESSMENT

Fig. 12. Assessment of satellite SIT derived from CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS with (a) OIB L4 data during 2011–2013 and (b) OIB Quick Look
data during 2014–2019.

A. CryoSat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS Over 2011–2022

Over the period 2011–2013, the assessment of three satel-
lite products with the OIB L4 reference data indicated that
CryoSat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS generally underestimated
SIT in some of the Alaska and Greenland coast regions.
The CryoSat-2 exhibited the smallest mean negative error,
with 75.6% of the samples showing negative errors, while
the percentage of negative errors was 92.8% and 84.2%
for SMOS and CS2SMOS, respectively [Fig. 12(a)]. Among
the three products, CryoSat-2 showed the smallest DISO
(Table I) with the lowest bias and RMSE [Fig. 12(a)], indicating
the best match with OIB L4. The CS2SMOS showed a similar
DISO to CryoSat-2 and had the highest CC with OIB L4. During
2014–2019, when compared with OIB Quick Look data, three
satellite products also exhibited the underestimation of SIT and
CryoSat-2 still demonstrated the smallest mean negative error
[Fig. 12(b)]. The CryoSat-2 showed the smallest DISO of 0.99
and CS2SMOS showed the similar DISO of 1.02 (Table I). The
SMOS always had the largest discrepancy with OIB data.

Further analyses were focused on the SIT variation along the
flight trajectories of OIB (Fig. 13). The six longer trajectories
from OIB L4 and Quick Look data in different regions and
periods were selected as representative examples. The analysis
results supported the major findings that all three satellite prod-
ucts mostly derived smaller mean SIT than the OIB data. Only

CS2SMOS exhibited a slight overestimation of mean SIT along
the trajectory of April 2017. Furthermore, CS2SMOS generally
demonstrated a relatively good performance among the three
satellite products, with CryoSat-2 exhibiting better performance
than CS2SMOS only along the trajectory in April 2012.

In the assessment with IceBird data in 2017 and 2019, the
mean SIT in all three satellite products was underestimated
[Fig. 14(a)]. CryoSat-2 showed the smallest DISO of 1.11 (Ta-
ble I) with the lowest bias, lowest RMSE, and highest CC, thus
suggesting the most favorable performance in comparison to
the IceBird data. CS2SMOS demonstrated a DISO close to that
of CryoSat-2, while SMOS displayed the least favorable match
with the IceBird data.

When assessed with CryoVEx data in 2014, CryoSat-2 was
the only satellite that showed a slight overestimation of mean
SIT [Fig. 14(b)]. CryoSat-2 showed the smallest DISO. Despite
SMOS displaying the highest CC, it displayed the highest bias
and RMSE [Fig. 14(b)]. Consequently, this led to a larger DISO
for SMOS compared to CS2SMOS (Table I).

In the assessment with the observational data from the CAA
stations, due to differences in spatial coverage among the three
satellite products, the time series of SIT data differs in the four
stations. The assessment was focused on the common period of
the derived datasets and the reference data. The SIT of all three
satellite products was underestimated in the Resolute and Hall
beach stations (Fig. 15). In addition, only SMOS overestimated
SIT in the Cambridge Bay station and underestimated SIT
in the Alert YLT station. According to the results of DISO,
SMOS, and CS2SMOS displayed the optimal agreement of SIT
with the Alert YLT and Cambridge Bay stations, respectively,
and CryoSat-2 demonstrated the best match with the Resolute
and Hall beach stations. Considering the common data from
all stations, CryoSat-2 exhibited the best performance in SIT
retrieval (Table I).

Based on the comprehensive assessment using the data of
OIB L4, OIB Quick Look, IceBird, CryoVEx, and the CAA
stations during 2011–2022, CryoSat-2 showed the best overall
performance, and the CS2SMOS showed a close performance
to CryoSat-2 (Table I).

B. CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 Over
2018–2022

Starting from 2018, ICESat-2 data were added into the assess-
ment and the remaining available reference data only included
OIB Quick Look, IceBird, and the CAA stations.
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Fig. 13. Assessment of three satellite derived SIT with OIB L4 and Quick Look data along some OIB L4 and Quick Look trajectories. The OIB trajectory is
shown in the small inserted figure, with the colors representing the distance from the starting position.

In 2019, compared with the OIB Quick Look data, the
mean SIT in all the four satellite products were underestimated
[Fig. 16(a)]. The CryoSat-2 showed the smallest DISO (Table I).
CS2SMOS and ICESat-2 ranked second and third. SMOS ex-
hibited relatively large discrepancies with the reference data, as
both bias and RMSE exceeded 1 m.

In the assessment with IceBird data in 2019, all four satel-
lite products also underestimated the mean SIT [Fig. 16(b)].
CryoSat-2 showed the best agreement with IceBird data, with
CS2SMOS in the second place, and ICESat-2 in the third posi-
tion (Table I).

For the CAA stations data, due to limited data during the
common time period at each station for the four satellite
products, the assessment was focused on the common data from
all the stations. The CryoSat-2 had the best match with the CAA
stations data with the smallest DISO, while ICESat-2 showed
the least favorable match (Table I).

Based on the comprehensive assessment with OIB Quick
Look, IceBird, and the CAA stations during 2018–2022,
CryoSat-2 exhibited the best overall performance, and
CS2SMOS showed a similar performance (Table I). The
overall performance of ICESat-2 ranked third. SMOS had
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Fig. 14. Assessment of satellite SIT derived from CryoSat-2, SMOS, and
CS2SMOS with (a) IceBird and (b) CroyVEx data. The dashed black line
indicates the best fitting line, and the solid line indicates the scatter fitting line.

relatively large discrepancies with the airborne and in situ
measurement data.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The comparison and assessment results in the thinner ice
region suggested that despite optimizations in the latest versions
of various satellite products for SIT data, notable discrepancies
persisted in the SIT retrieval. Multiple major factors contribute to
the differences in SIT retrieval among various satellite products.
The first major factor is the difference in measurement methods.
CryoSat-2 used a radar altimeter to measure radar freeboard,
primarily affected by the penetration of radar signals into the
snow layer. ICESat-2 employed a laser altimeter to measure
total freeboard, the combination of sea ice freeboard and snow
depth, with the influence of clouds and atmospheric conditions.
SMOS used a microwave radiometer to measure the brightness
temperature of sea ice, which depends on the temperatures
of ice, as well as its emissivity. The second major factor is
the difference in the retrieval algorithm. Both CryoSat-2 and
ICESat-2 derived SIT by estimating sea ice freeboard and subse-
quently converting it to SIT through the hydrostatic equilibrium
equation. For CryoSat-2, radar freeboard can be converted to sea
ice freeboard based on the correction of radar signal propagation
speed in the snow layer. For ICESat-2, the total freeboard can be
converted to sea ice freeboard by subtracting snow depth. While
SMOS used a three layer (ocean–ice–atmosphere) dielectric slab
model to derive SIT from brightness temperature. The third
major factor is the difference in selected datasets and param-
eters. Different snow depth data were used for CryoSat-2 and
ICESat-2. CryoSat-2 utilized a combination of snow depth from
climatology and passive microwave remote sensing, referred to
as MW99/AMSR2. ICESat-2 utilized snow depth data from
the NASA Eulerian Snow On Sea Ice Model (NESOSIM). In
addition, there are differences in the choice of sea ice and snow
densities between CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2. For SOMS, the
selections of bulk ice salinity and sea ice concentration datasets
could influence the SIT retrieval.

The difference in spatial resolutions of satellite products and
the selection of reference data can also affect the assessment
results. Due to limited reference data, establishing an assessment
that effectively evaluates monthly mean SIT products is chal-
lenging. The currently available reference data for assessment
lacks the temporal extent necessary to match monthly mean
satellite data. However, satellite products exhibit sparse spatial
coverage over short periods, making it difficult to spatially align
short-term mean satellite data with reference data. In order to
ensure an adequate number of assessment points and compara-
bility between satellite and reference data, the use of monthly
mean satellite data is necessary. In addition, the measurement
of these reference data can cause some uncertainties into the
assessment results. The OIB L4 and OIB Quick Look datasets
are radar-based, introducing significant uncertainties related to
radar penetration of snow, sea ice roughness, and sidelobes.
In particular, the OIB Quick Look dataset has relatively poor
performance over multiyear ice and its underlying algorithm
suffers from a persistent issue of misidentifying range sidelobes
from the snow–ice interface as the snow–air interface. The
IceBird and CryoVEx used in this study are electromagnetic
datasets. The detection principle takes advantage of on the
disparity in conductivity between sea ice (low conductivity)
and seawater (high conductivity). However, when measuring
thickness near pressure ridges, characterized by high roughness,
these measurements tend to be underestimated by as much as
50%, owing to the effects of quality assurance averaging within
the instrument’s approximately 40-m diameter footprint.

In summary, due to the limited understanding of the perfor-
mance of the latest released versions of various satellite SIT
data, this study, for the first time, focused on the Arctic thinner
ice region and conducted a comprehensive comparison and as-
sessment of spatiotemporal disparities among the latest version
of multisource satellite derived SIT from CryoSat-2, SMOS,
CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2. The comparison and assessment of
satellite data were divided into two selected periods, 2011–2022
and 2018–2022, due to the initiation of ICESat-2 data in 2018.

Over the period 2011–2022, the multiyear mean SIT of
CryoSat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS could capture similar spatial
distribution patterns in the thinner ice region. Among the three
satellite products, CryoSat-2 reported the largest mean SIT,
followed by CS2SMOS, and SMOS exhibited the smallest mean
SIT. Notably, CS2SMOS demonstrated a closer agreement in
SIT with SMOS than with CryoSat-2 in the thinner ice region.
The three products reported a relatively large mean SIT in
the Beaufort Sea and the East Siberian Sea and identified the
Barents Sea as the subregion with the smallest mean SIT. Despite
variations in certain characteristics during different seasons, the
primary seasonal features generally remained consistent with
those of the multiyear mean. The monthly SIT time series varia-
tions among CryoSat-2, SMOS, and CS2SMOS displayed high
correlations, with all three exhibiting slight decreasing trends.

With the inclusion of ICESat-2, over the period 2018–2022,
ICESat-2 recorded the largest multiyear mean SIT, followed
by CryoSat-2 in the second position. CS2SMOS ranked third,
and SMOS exhibited the smallest mean thickness among the
four datasets. CS2SMOS maintained the closest agreement with
SMOS, with the relationship between CS2SMOS and CryoSat-2
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Fig. 15. Assessment of satellite SIT derived from CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 with the CAA stations data.

Fig. 16. Assessment of satellite SIT derived from CryoSat-2, SMOS, CS2SMOS, and ICESat-2 with (a) OIB Quick Look and (b) IceBird data. The dashed black
line indicates the best fitting line, and the solid line indicates the scatter fitting line.

being the second closest. The third closest agreement was ob-
served between ICESat-2 and CS2SMOS. ICESat-2 exhibited
similar spatiotemporal variation characteristics to the other three
satellites, encompassing multiyear, seasonal, and monthly mean.

The assessment results based on various airborne and in
situ measurement datasets revealed that the four satellite prod-
ucts generally showed some underestimations of SIT in the

thinner ice region. Over the period 2011–2022, CryoSat-2 dis-
played the best match of SIT with the reference datasets from
OIB L4, OIB Quick Look, IceBird, CryoVEx, and the CAA
stations. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment result revealed
CryoSat-2 as the best overall performance product. Similarly,
over the period 2018–2022, CryoSat-2 maintained the best
overall performance, displaying the optimal agreement with the
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datasets from OIB Quick Look, IceBird, and the CAA stations,
respectively. CS2SMOS exhibited a similar performance to
CryoSat-2 in the two selected periods.

In this study, the spatiotemporal comparison and assessment
enhance a comprehensive understanding of the potential dispar-
ities among the latest versions of multisource satellite products,
specifically focusing on the thinner ice region, contributing to
a more nuanced interpretation of the observed SIT variations.
These insights are crucial for the further improvement in the
overall quality of satellite derived SIT data employed in climate
studies and environmental monitoring. There is a note that the
assessment results in the study only show the performance
of satellite products within specific time periods and regions.
Furthermore, inherent uncertainties are present in the reference
data used. To address these limitations, future endeavors should
emphasize the integration of more diverse reference data from
various sources and observation methods.
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